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Pilots Perspective
• Limited Visibility From Cockpit
• Danger Areas
• Communication 
• Evacuation 
• Dangerous Goods
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MD-88 Brake Fire
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Click on the slide to start video…(No audio)
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Points of view from 
the pilots 
perspective.

When parked, the pilot 
should rely on ground 
crew communications to 
a greater extent to 
ensure a safe, 
coordinated operation. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Window geometry, fuselage width, and wing sweep prevent viewing of wings/engine…9-12 o’clock is primary…Dependent on input to analyze situation and make decision to evacuate.
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First Officers Side Window Looking Aft
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an example of our restricted visibility from the cockpit.
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Captain’s Side Window Looking Aft

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an example of our restricted visibility from the cockpit.
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Points of view from 
the pilots 
perspective.
“Views different with every 
aircraft type”
Points to Ponder:
Pilots cannot see engine nacelle 
or wing tips.
We will most likely have no 
visible indications of how things 
are progressing on the outside.
Often stated to F/A, “you are my 
eyes and ears back there”, think 
of how that is applying to you 
outside.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
!. Limited visibility 2. Eyes and ears… 3. Danger areas, 7ft side - 16ft forward – 400ft aft
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IDLE PWR T/O PWR

110 Ft 250 Ft

25 ft 25 ft

Exhaust

Inlet

175 Ft 400 Ft

9 ft 16 ft

Exhaust

Inlet

160 Ft 590 Ft

7 ft 18 ft

Exhaust

Inlet

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Examples, other aircraft…Note different danger areas depending on aircraft.*(You will have to exit the power point and go back to the memory stick. Locate and start the “man sucked into jet engine” from there and drag cursor to the 1:50 into the video so you don’t have to wait too long to get to where the sailor is sucked into the intake.
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Engine Intake Hazard
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Boeing Jet Blast Video
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just click on this slide and it should start the video
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Communications

Communication is critical with any emergency event!

Delta FOM states, “an emergency is a non-normal event which creates 
a potential hazard to the aircraft, passengers, or crew.”

The Captain will be dealing with many entities during an emergency,
1)ATC
2)ARFF
3)First Officer
4)Flight Attendants
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Circles must overlap…Goal to provide Captain with the information to make proper decision…TTSR
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Communications

Additionally, the Captain will be dealing with,

-Checklists
-Situational updates
-Dispatcher input
-Maintenance input
-Passengers concerns, etc.

Making the final decision, (do we stay or do we evacuate?)

Information to the Captain is critical and essential.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
TTSR…Are the passengers lives in danger by remaining on the aircraft? Is evacuation the safer course of action? Ex. Go no Go decision
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Types of Evacuations

Pilot Initiated Delta’s Evacuation 
Flow/Philosophy;

1)Stop
2)Configure
3)Shutdown
4)Evacuate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Crew responsibilities…F/O and CAPT3 types…(1) CAPT commanded (2) F/A initiated (3) PAX initiated
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Types of Evacuations
Flight Attendant Initiated

• In an emergency if there is no contact with the 
flight crew 
> 30 seconds Flight Attendant’s
may initiate evacuation in a life
threatening situation.

Passenger Initiated

• Attempt to stop evacuation
• Communicate with Flight Deck and Cabin 

Crew
• As a safety precaution Pilots will configure 

aircraft for evacuation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Crew responsibilities…F/O and CAPT3 types…(1) CAPT commanded (2) F/A initiated (3) PAX initiated
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Hand Signals
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Review our emergency fire signals and ARFF emergency signals.
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Communications-NOTOC
(Notice to Commanders-Dangerous Goods)
Dangerous Goods (DGs) are substances or materials which may 
pose a risk to health, safety, or property when transported by air.

The Captain will be provided with specific information (in writing) 
whenever articles subject to the dangerous goods regulations are 
loaded on the aircraft (49CFR 175.33). 

Pilot Procedures (FOM 8.5.5) For emergencies or at ATC’s request, 
when an arriving airport needs information regarding the DGs 
onboard, advise the controlling agency to contact the phone number 
on the NOTOC. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
ARFF responders may be concerned with hazardous cargo/dangerous goods.
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Communications-NOTOC
(Notice to Commanders-Dangerous Goods)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What we can provide…Type of DG and location + phone number for more specific information.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based on previous discussion…Review and provided commentary.
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